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An Image Synthesis System for Realistic Computer Graphics
Darwyn R. Peachey
Department of Computational Science
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Canada
AES'IRACI

Image synthesis is an area of computer graphics that addresses the problem of
generating a synthetic image resembling a photograph of a real scene. The input
to an image synthesis program is a symbolic description of the objects in the scene
and the other factors (camera position and orientation, light sources, etc.) that
influence the image. This report describes the design and use of an image
synthesis system called PORTRAY, which generates realistic pictures of threedimensional scenes using a technique known as "ray tracing".
CR Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]:
Picture/Image Generation; I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling; I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics
and Realism.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: anti-aliasing, constructive solid geometry,
illumination models, image synthesis, ray tracing, reflection models, shading, solid
modelling.

1. Introduction
For many years the problem of generating pictures of three-dimensional scenes has
received a great deal of attention from researchers in computer graphics. The earliest work
involved computer generated line drawings, partly because the most common graphics output
devices were plotters and vector-oriented displays. Inexpensive semiconductor memory has
made the raster scan video display into the most popular output device of today. Computer
generated pictures of 3-D scenes have changed accordingly from line drawings into
continuous tone "shaded" raster images that resemble photographs or artist's renderings.
The generation of such an image from a symbolic description of a 3-D scene is called image
synthesis or scene simulation.
·
The simplest method of producing an image of an existing real scene is, of course, to take
a camera to the scene and photograph it directly. An image synthesis program must
painstakingly simulate the various parts of the real physical system that is involved in making
such a photograph, in order to produce a "realistic" image. While there is considerable
academic interest in solving the image synthesis problem for its own sake, there are also
sever.al industrial applications of image synthesis. Such applications arise whenever it would
be prohibitively expensive, impractical, or impossible to set up the real scene and photograph
it directly. These applications include advertising, special effects for movies and television,
video games, engineering and architectural design, and mght simulation for pilot training.

Image synthesis techniques vary widely in computational cost and in the realism of the
images they produce. Applications like flight simulation and video games usually require
real time generation of moving images-thirty or more still images per second. Such
applications must use the less expensive image synthesis techniques and thereby sacrifice
some degree of realism.
This report describes an image synthesis system called P0R1RAY, which uses a synthesis
technique known as ray tracing. Ray tracing is one of the most expensive image synthesis
techniques, but no other technique has yet produced images as "realistic" as those produced
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by ray tracing. The report acts as a manual for users oi PORTRAYs and as a description of
the. design of PORTRAY and the algorit.lun.s used in it. Section 2 discusses the problems of
representing and manipulating images digitally. Sections 3 and 4 describe the techniques.used
to model the geometric and optical characteristics of the objects and light sources that make
up the scene. Section 5 provides a user manual for the scene description language which is
used with PORTRAY. Section 6 describes the design of the system. Finally, section 7
presents conclusions and directions for further work.
Image synthesis is based on an inter-disciplinary body of information from the fields of
mathematics, physics, engineering, and computer science. Newcomers to the area often have
trouble locating this information on their own. Consequently~ this report takes a somewhat
tutorial approach to image synthesis. It is expected that the reader is familiar with raster
scan display devices, three-dimensional coordina~ system! and transformations between
coordinate systems [20][36]. Some recent books [21][24] provide an overview of image
synthesis for the non-specialist, although not fa the depth and detail needed to actually build
image synthesis systems. Several recent articles in popular science magazines provide an
introduction to image synthesis for the layman [46][47][54][56][60].

2. Image Representation
The images produced by an image synthesis system must be represented by a data
structure within the computer. This section examines some of the problems involved in
image representation, including the effects of limited resolution and the methods used to
represent colors and reproduce them in a photograph or display system.

2.1 Sampling and Aliasing
An image is a two-dimensional picture of a three-dimensional scene. We will think of an
image as a function cf two real variables, denoted f(x,y). For every value of x and y within
a rectangular area Xm1a :S x :S xmu• Ymm :S y :S Ymu:• the function f(x,y) yields the color of
the image at the point (x,y) on the image plane. In a monochrome image, all of the colors
are shades of gray.
This continuous representation of an image has "infinite" resolution, because the color of
the image may pe determined at an infinite number of points within the rectangular image
area. Unfortunately, the continuous representation is not convenient for image synthesis.
Practical display devices generate different colors at only a finite ·number of discrete points in
the display area, typically 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024 points for a video display, and up to
8192x 8192 points for a high-resolution film recorder. These points are called "picture
elements" or pixels. In order to store and display an image, it must be converted to a
discrete representation with finite resolution. ·
The obvious way to display an infinite-resolution image on a finite-resolution device is to
sample the value of f(.x,y) at each pixel. Unfortunately, this straightforward approach
results in the phenomenon of aliasing, which is visible as "jaggies" or "staircasing" on lines
or edges that are nearly vertical or nearly horizontal [17]. Aliasing is a well-understood
phenomenon in the field of digital sigr.al processing. The Nyquist Sampling Theorem [37]
states that a signal must be sampled at no less than twice its highest frequency component, in
order to reproduce the signal without aliasing. The infinite-resolution image function may be
represented as a two-dimensional Fourier series containing arbitrarily high frequencies. In
order to prevent aliasing, this image function should be low-pass filtered to eliminate the
components whose frequencies are higher than one-half the sampling rate. The filtered
image function may then be sampled for storage or display using a finite-resolution image
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representation.
,.. Turkowski [55] identifies three classes of anti-aliasing methods using in computer
graphics. The simplest and least sophisticated method is to sample and display the image at
as high a resolution as possible, relying on the display system and the hum.an visual system to
"blur" the image slightly, reducing the effects of aliasing. The second method is to sample
the image at a higher resolution than the final desired resolution, and then to digitally filter
the high resolution image into a lower resolution one. This method, called supersampling, is
a discrete approximation to the third method. The third method is to directly filter the
continuous, infinite-resolution image function before sampling it. At present it appears that
the third method is mathematically intractable if the image contains edges that are not
straight (line segments). Thus, the third method has so far only been applied in cases where
the 3-D objects in the scene are modelled using polygons and polyhedra. Crow [18]
compares the cost and results of the second and third methods. PORTRAY uses the adaptive
supersampling method, which attempts to supersample only in the vicinity of an edge or
other sharp change in the value of f(:c,y) [61].
Aliasing can result whenever continuous functions are carelessly converted to discrete
forms by sampling. Notable forms of aliasing in image synthesis include temporal aliasing
[12][14] and, as explained in the next section, color aliasing.

2.2 Color Representation
The phenomenon of color stems from the reaction of tb.e human visual system to the
different wavelengths of visible light. The normal human eye can detect electromagnetic
radiation with wavelengths from about 380 to about 780 nanometers (nm). A light source
that ~mits a single wavelength of light is called a monochromatic light source, and its color is
called a spectrum color. The common names for the spectrum colors are listed in Table 1
according to their wavelengths. These ranges are approximate, because different observers
will often give different color names to light sources of the same wavelength.

TABLE 1. Wavelength Ranges of the Spectrum Colors
Color
violet
blue
green
yellow
orange
red

Wavelength (run)
380-440
440-490
490-565
565-590
590-630
630-780

Most colors are not pure spectrum colors, but are mixtures of many spectrum colors. In fact,
the color of a visual stimulus (e.g., a light source) can only be fully described in terms of its
energy or power as a function of wavelength. Figure 1 shows a graph of the spectral energy
function defining a particular color stimulus. Two color stimuli with identical spectral energy
functions are called isomeric colors or isomen. Experiments have shown that stimuli with
different spectral energy functions may be perceived as the same color by a human observer.
Two color stimuli with different spectral energy functions that appear the same to an
observer are called metameric colors or metamers.
Experiments performed in the 19th century demonstrated that almost any color stimulus C
can be matched by a combination of three primary colors (red, green, and blue lights).

C=R+G+B
where R, G, and B are the intensities of the red, green, and blue lights. Moreover, a color
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Figure 1. A spectral energy function

stimulus C that cannot be matched in t.ltls way can be combined with an amount of one or
two of the primary colors and may then be matched by the remaining primary colors. For
example, if C must be mixed with an amount of green light:

C+G=R+B
This equation can also be expressed in the form:

C=R-G+B
Thus, the perceived color of any color stimulus can be represented by the triple of numbers
(R,G,B), where one or two of the numbers may be negative. This is known as the
"trichromatic generalization", and the three numbers R, G, and B are called the ROB
tristimulus values of color C. .
There are several popular systems for representing the apparent colors of color stimuli.
All of these systems represent a color by a triple of numbers, but the meaning of the three
numbers varies. Since color systems are three dimensional, they are often thought of as color
spaces, in which each apparent color is represented as a point. The best-known systems were
standardized by the CIE, the Commission· Internationale de L' Eclairage (also known as the
International Commission on Illumination, ICI). The CIE 1931 ROB system is a system of
red, green, and blue primaries whose wavelengths are precisely specified to be 700.0 run for
red, 546.1 run for green, and 435.8 nm for blue. The CIE 1931 XYZ system is a system with
three imaginary primaries called X, Y, and Z. In the ROB system, negative numbers are
needed to represent some apparent colors; the XYZ system can represent all colors using
only positive tristimulus values X, Y, and Z. Another advantage of the XYZ system is that
the Y value gives the luminance (apparent brightness) of the color.
RGB color systems are widely used in computer graphics, but they are often different
from the CIE 1931 RGB system, since the primaries are determined bx the colors of
phosphors or filters used in particular display systems. Even moving a CRT display or
changing the "brightness" and "gain" settings may change the color system [16]. It is
preferable to synthesize images in terms of the standard XYZ system. A post~processor can
trans!orm each color in the resulting image from a point in XYZ space to the corresponding
point in the ROB space of a particular display device. The transformation consists of a 3 x 3
matrix multiplication, using a matrix which is determin~ by the characteristics of the display
device [35].
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It has been pointed out that use of an RGB or XYZ color representation in an image
synthesis system amounts to sampling the visible spectrum at three points, and may give rise
to aliasing effects in the color domain [25]. The spectral content of light sources and the
variation of optical properties of materials may both vary markedly with wavelength. For
example, the sodium arc lamp produces a yellow light that would be represented as a mixture
of red and green primaries in an RGB system. In fact, the light is almost monochromatic at
about 589 nm. Since there are substances that selectively reflect light of only a very narrow
band of wavelengths, we can imagine a filter that will transmit red (700 run), green (546 run)
and blue (436 nm) light, while reflecting 589 nm light. In an RGB system, such a filter
would be misrepresented as a clear filter transmitting light of all colors including yellow.
The student of image synthesis should remember that metameric colors look the same to the
human eye, but may be quite different with respect to interactions with matter. To reduce
color aliasing, an image synthesis system can represent colors by a set of wavelength ranges
(spectral bands), for example, eight SO nm wide bands spanning the visible spectrum from
380 to 780 nm. In the remainder of this report, we will often represent the colors of lights
and objects as intensity or reflectance functions that have values for each of several spectral

bands.
Given the spectral energy function of a color stimulus, it is possible to calculate the XYZ
tristimulus values for the color by the use of the matching functions 'j, and
The value of
i'(X) indicates the relative contribution of radiant energy of wavelength X· to the X tristimulus
value. The values of 'j and z similarly indicate the contribution of various wavelengths to Y
and z. The matching functions relate the sensitivity of the human eye over the entire visible
spectrum to its sensitivity to the ~ginary pri.IruLry colors X, Y, and Z. The XYZ matching
functions are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Color matching functions
If the spectral energy function of the stimulus is P(>..), the tristimulus values are given by:
X

= f P(X) i'(X) dX
~

Y

= f P(X) y(X) dX
A

Z

= f P(X) z(X) dX
~
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In an image synthesis system, a discrete approximation to the tristimulus values can be
computed by summation over the set of spectral bands.
Given the X, Y, and Z tristimulus values of a color stimulus, we can easily compute its.
chromoJicity coordinates:
X -z=--

X+Y+Z

y
y= X+Y+Z
The chromaticity coordinates specify a color independently of its luminance. (Note that the X

and Z tristimulus values can be computed from x, y, and the luminance Y.) The
chromaticities of all possible colon lie within the square O :S ::c,y :Sl. The chromatici'ty
diagram shown in Figure 3 is a widely used tool in color science.

1.0

y

f

0.8

1D

-x

Figure 3. The Chromaticity Diagram
The diagram bas x and y axes ~"'ld a diagonal upper edge representing the fact that
x + y :S 1. All real colors lie within the white region in the center of the diagram, which we

might call the "visible region". The curved upper edge of this region is called the spectrum
locus; the chromaticity coordinates of all the spectrum colors lie on this curve. The straight
line across the bottom of the visible region is called th~ line of purples; it joim. the red and
violet ends of the visible spectrum. TI1e saturation or purity of colors diminishes as we move
from the edges of the visible region tcward its center. The point E near the center of the
diagram represents the white equal energy light source whose spectral energy function has a
constant value. CIE standard illuminants C and D6500, which approximate sunlight or
daylight, are also near the center of the diagram.
Given the chromaticity coordinates of three primary colors R, G, and B (which might be
the colors of phosphors or filters in a display device), we can easily determine the range of
colors that can be produced by that particular ROB system. Each of R, G, and B are
represented as a point on the chromaticity diagram. If the primaries are pure spectrum
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colors (as in the CIE 1931 RGB system), the points will lie on t.he spectrum locus. If the
primary colors are produced by phosphors or filters, they will probably lie in the interior of
the visible region. All colors that can be produced by combining non-negative amounts of
the primaries lie within the triangle that joins the three points on the chromaticity diagram.
The colors in this triangle are called the gamut of the display device with that particular RGB
system. Of course, we'd like the gamut of a display device to be as large as possible. Even
. if the primaries lie on the spectrum locus, the shape of the visible region means that the
•' gamut cannot contain all colors in the visible region. Because of this, some colors produced
by an image synthesis system may not be representable on a particular display device. Such a
color may be replaced by the color located at the intersection of the RGB triangle and a line
from the original color to the center white point (E or C). The new color is less saturated or
pure than the original color, but has the same basic hue ("dominant wavelength"). Luckily,
most natural colors are not extremely pure, and therefore lie within the gamut of many
display devices. It should be noted that color printing methods have an even smaller gamut
than CRT display devices.

2.3 Storage, Display, and Photography
Regardless of the color model used to compute an image, the image is ultimately stored in
three separate files, one for each of the three primary colors in a particular RGB system.
For example, if the picture is named "thing", the picture will be stored in the files
"thing. red", "thing. grn", anq_ "thing. blu". Each of the three files is a square array
of 8-bit intensity values (one per byte). Images are usually computed at 512X 512 resolution.
Each array is stored in row-major order, beginning at the top left corner of the picture.
In order to reduce the disk space needed to store an image, the output files are sometimes
run-length encoded. This generally results in files one tenth to one half as large as the files
that would normally be produced by PORTRAY. All of the programs in the PORTRAY system
use I/0 routines from an image manipulation subroutine library called LIBIMG to read and
write images in expanded or run-length encoded form.
Computer generated pictures are typically dispiayed using a device called a frame buffer.
A frame buffer is a large, high-speed memory buffer that can hold an array of pixel intensity
values. Connected to the memory buffer is a raster scan controller that scans the pixel array
and uses digital to analog converters to produce a video signal that corresponds to the pixel
intensity information in the frame buffer. The pictures may be viewed on a color video
monitor, or may be photographed and made into slides, prints, or animated motion pictures
using a special camera called a film recorder that is driven by the video signals produced by
the frame buffer. The film recorder contains a high-resolution monochrome CRT display,
and exposes the film three times using red, green, and blue filters to produce a full-color
photographic image.
The images produced by PORTRAY have so far been photographed using a 24-bit per pixel
frame buffer which is part of the Comtal Vision One/20 image processing system in the
Engineering Computing Center~ The Comtal is equipped with a Matrix Instruments Model
3000 film recorder capable of producing 35 mm slides of an image in the frame buffer.
It is much less costly to build a frame buffer with 8 bits per pi."tel rather than 24 bits per
pixel. TI1ese 8-bit frame buffers are consequently more abundant than 24-bit frame buffers.
Most 8-bit frame buffers include a color lookup table ("clut") which maps the 8-bit value of a
pixel into a 24-bit full color RGB value. The color lookup table makes the 8-bit frame buffer
equivalent to the 24-bit frame buffer, except that only 256 different colors can be used in
displaying an image. The PORTRAY system provides two ways of viewing a full-color image
on an 8-bit frame buffer. The DITHER program uses a fixed palette of 216 equally spaced
shades to represent the image. An impression of a greater number of shades is created by
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combining small clusters of adjacent pixels of different shades which the eye blends into
another shade which is not in the limited palette. The MCLUT program implements
Heckbert'! [2.7] median cut color selection algorithm to choose the 256 colors that best
represent the full color image. Another color selection algorithm has recently been proposed

(50].
It should be noted that it is possible to produce a full 24-bit photographic image using an
8-bit frame buffer with a film recorder like the Matrix Model 3000. First the red image data
(e.g., "thing.red") is loaded into the frame buffer and displayed as a gray scale image.
The film recorder is made to photograph this image using its red filter. Then the green
image data is loaded and displayed as a gray scale image. The film reco~der photographs this
image using the green filter (without advancing the film, cf course). Finally the process is
repeated for the blue image data to complete the 24-bit color image on the film.

In order to achieve good color reproduction in an image viewed on. a monitor, or
photographed on a film recorder, it is necessary to understand the display system thoroughly.
The colorimetric parameters of the monitor or film recorder are used to determine the proper
mapping from the canonical XYZ color representation to the RGB system of the particular
display system (16][35]. The RGB color model assumes that 8-bit color values correspond
linearly to the intensity of light produced by the display system. This is often not the case,
and Catmull [11] describes ways of compensating for these non-linearities in the display
system. Photographic reproduction is a more complex problem, because of the non-linear
color sensitivity of the film and the characteristics of the process by which the image is
ultimately viewed (slide projection vs. viewi11g of a print by reflected light). The article
"Polaroid Instant Photography in the Computer Graphics Camera" in (24] describes some of
the important considerations in achieving good photographic image quality. Hunt [29] gives a
colorimetric analysis of photographic color reproduction. Technical data on photographic
materials [9] is usually available from the manufacturer of the materials.

3. Geometric Modelling
The shapes of 3-D objec""..s and their positions and orientations in a scene are described to
an image synthesis system using geometric modelling techniques. This section SUIIllnarizes
the aspects of vector geometry and geometric modelling that are most important to the
PORTRAY system. Faux and Pratt [19] is a good book to consult for further information
regarding geometry and geometric modelling.

3el Vector Geometry
Most of the geometric entities discussed in this report exist in three-dimensional space
("3-space,,). A scene is described to PORTRAY in terms of a three-dimensional right-handed
Cartesian coordinate system called the global coordi!}llle.. system .{GCS). Figure 4 shows the
GCS. The three axes of the GCS are labelled X, Y, and Z. A point or direction is
represented by ! v~ctor, a ..triple of real numbers that give jhe compone1!_ts of the vector
e,arallel to the X, Y, an~ Z axes. In particular, note that X = (1~0,0)~ Y = (0,1,0), and
Z = (0,0,1). The point Pin Figure 4 is represented by the vector (Pz.,Pr,Pz),
The length (aka magnitude) of a vector

A=

(Az,Ar,Az) is defined to be:

!Al = V Aj + Ai + Ai
A vector whose length is 1 is said to be a unit vector, a normalized vector, er a vector of unit
length.
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Figure 4. A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system in 3espace
Let us choose two vectors A = (Ax,Ay,Az) and B = (Bx,Br,Bz). The dot product (~ka
sca/,ar product, inner product) of A and ii is a scalar quantity defined as follows:

A · B = AxBx + AyBy + AzBz
The _dot prajuct is clearly commutative, and may be ..vie:Jed as the component ~f A in the
direction of B, or vice versa. In partiC!:1ar, note that A· X,.. the X_pomponent of A, is ..sim_ply
Ax, since the Y and Z components of X are zero. If both A and B are unit vectors, A · B is
the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. _If A is a unit _yeejor, theJl its three
components are the cosines of the angles between A and the axes X, Y, and ~; thus.t the
components of a unit vector..are.. sometimes referred to as its direction cosines. A and Bare
perpendicular if and only if A· B = 0.
The cross product (aka vector product) of .A and Bis another vector defined as follows:

A X B = (AyBz

- ByAz,AzBz - BzAx,AxBy - BxAy)

A x B is

always perpendicular to
operands is reversed:

A and B;

the direction is reversed if the order of the

A X B = ... (B X A)

.!n

A line
3-space which has the same direction as the vector V and which passes through
the point O can easily be represented in a parametric form by the vector equation:

i = o+ tv
where t is a scalar real parameter. As t takes on values from - 00 to oo, the point i moves
along the line. The vector equation is, of course, equivalent to the three scalar equations:

- 10 -
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tVx.

L, =Or+ tV7

Lz =Oz+ tVz
A half-line or ray in 3-space can be represented by a similar parametric equation:

i =

o+ ,v, t > o

This ray consists of all poi_p.ts of t.lie line which are reachable from the origin poiE,t O by
proceeding in the direction V. Note that this definition of the ray excludes the point O itself.

3.2 Surfaces and Solids
The 3-D objects used in the PORTRAY system are made up of combinations of primitive
solids. The primitive solids are sets of points in 3-space that are topologically "wellbehaved" (no infinitely thin edges or surfaces) [41]. These primitive solids are
mathematically defined by the surfa~s that bound them.

A given surface can be mathematically represented in various ways. Since any surface is,
by definition, a two-dimensional entity, it is possible to construct a parametric representation
of a surface in terms of two p~rameters u and v. The surface is represented by a vector
equation determining all points P which lie on the surface:
P(u,v)

= (X(u,v), Y(u,v)

1

Z(u,v))

where X, Y, and Z are scalar functions of u and v.

A surface can also be represented implidtly, by means of a function F(X,Y,Z) which is
zero for points (X ,Y ,Z) which lie on the surface, and non~zero for all other points. Implicit
surfaces are particularly appropriate for ray tracing (see section 6.1). The surfaces that are
currently used by PORTRAY are the rn-called quadric surfaces, which may be implicitly
defined by quadratic functions, polynomials of degree two. The quadric surfaces used in
PORTRAY are the sphere, cone, and cylinder. These surfaces are implicitly defined as
follows:

= X:: + Y + Z2 Cone: F(X,Y,Z) = Y + Z2 - X::
2

Sphere: F(X,Y,Z)

1

2

Cylinder: F(X,Y,Z)

= Y2 + Z2 -

1

These functions define a sphere of radius 1, a pair of infinite cones along the X axis, and an
infinite cylinder along the X axis. The primitive cone and cylinder solids are constructed by
bounding the infinite surfaces with the planes X = 0 and X = 1 to enclose finite volumes.
(Other implicit surfaces that have been used in image synthesis include "superquadrics" (3]
and Blinn's "algebraic surfaces" [8].)

In order to compute the shading of a surface, the orientation of the surface must be
known. Orientation is most commonly expressed in terms cf the normal vector (not to be
confused with a "normalized vector,,). 'The normal vector to a surface at a given point is
simply a unit vector perpendicular to the surface. In general, the normal vector to an
implicitly defined surface is a vector consisting of the partial derivatives of the defining
function at a given point:

PORTRAY
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N

aF

aF

aF

= ( ax ' ar' az )

In particular, for the q~dric surfaces noted above:

N,pur•

= (2X, 2Y, 2Z)

Nt:OM = (-2X, 2Y, 2Z)

Ney1 = (0, 2Y, 2Z)
The¥ equations can.. be simplified by removing the constant factor 2, since only

the direction

of N is important; N must be normalized to make it a unit vector.
Figure 5 shows the four primitive solids used in the PORTRAY system.

y

y

z
Figure 5. Primitive Solids Used by PORTRAY
Each primitive solid is shown in a local coordinate system (LCS) which is a right-handed
Cartesian coordinate system that can be scaled, rotated, and translated with respect to the
GCS. In its LCS, each primitive lies within the uri.it cube -1 s X,Y,Z s 1. A given
instance of a primitive may be enlarged by scaling, an.d may be positioned and oriented
arbitrarily in the GCS. Scaling need not be the same on all three axes; a sphere can be
stretched into an ellipsoid by using a different scaling factor for one of the three axes.
Standard textbooks such as [20][36) show how points and directions may be easily
transformed from an arbitrarily scaled, rotated, and translated LCS into the GCS, and vice
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versa. Unfortunately, normal vectors cannot be so easily transformed from the LCS to the
GCS, because angles are not preserved by unequal scaling. PORTRAY transforms normal
vectors by generating three points in the tangent plane (plane perpendicular to N), converting
the points from LCS to GCS, and reconstructing the tangent plane and normal vector in the
GCS.
More complex solids are constructed from the primitive solids using constructive solid
geometry (CSG) [41]. A CSG expression is either an instance of a primitive so1id, or a
combination of two other CSG expressions using a regularized set operator. The operators
are union ("+"), intersection ("&"), and subttaction ("-"). The opera.tors are
"regularized" so that any combination of well-behaved solids results in another well-behaved
solid; it is impossible to produce a dangling edge 01· surface using the regularized operators
[53]. Figure 6 shows an example of the construction of a complex solid from the primitive
solids using the three operators. A CSG expression can conveniently be represented by an
expression tree, a binary tree whose internal nodes are operators and whose leaf nodes are
primitive solids.

Figure 6. Construction of Complex Solid

4. Optical Modelling
An image synthesis system must be able to accurately" model the interaction between light
and the objects in a scene. The preceding section has shown how the shapes, positions, and
orientations of objects are represented; the optical characteristics of i::ach object and each light
source in the scene must also be represented in the image synthesis system.
Physicists have long recognized that light has a "dual nature"-some optical phenomena
indicate that light is a wave, while other phenomena indicate that light is a collection of
particles. An image synthesis system uses the laws of geometrical optics, which treats light as
a collection of particles, in order to model the reflection and refraction of light; this is
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particularly important in ray tracing systems. However, the electromagnetic wave theory of
light (physical optics) is needed to accurately calculate the color and intensity of light which is
reflected, refracted, or absorbed when the light strikes an ob~ct. This section presents some
fundamentals of geometrical and physical optics, and then describes optical models for image
synthesis which simulate the effects predicted by optics.

4.1 Geometrical Optics
The field of geometrical optics is devoted to the study of the "macroscopic" behavior of
light. The three laws of geometrical optics [34] may be stated as follows:
1. Propagation: Light travels along straight lines (called light rays) in homogeneous media.

2. Reflection: When a light ray strikes an abrupt boundary between two homogeneous
media of different optical pr2perties, part of the _,!ay is reflected to form a J!CW ray.
The original (incident) ray I, the reflected ray R, and the no~ v~ctor N to the
boundary surface all lie in the same plane. The angle 81 between J and N is the same as
the angle between Rand &, and land Rlie on opposite sides of & (Figure 7).
3.

Refraction: When a light ray strikes an abrupt boundary between two transparent
hom2geneous media, pa~ of the ray may be refra_£ted to form a new ray. The incident
ray I, the refracted ray T, and the n2rmaI !ector N to the boundary surface all liJ in th~
same plane. The angle 8 1 between J and N is related to the angle 8 2 between T and N
by Snell's law:

n1 sin81

= n2 sin8 2

where n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of the two media. i and f lie on opposite
sides of N (Figure 7).
The reflection and refraction laws are more complex in cases where the opti~l media are not
isotropic, that is, where the optical properties of the media are direction-dependent. Nonisotropic media may produce the phenomenon of double refraction in which there are two
refracted rays for most incident rays [30]. POR1RAY does not attempt to model non-isotropic

media.
The refractive index, nM, of a material is the ratio between c, the speed of light in vacuum
and cM, the speed of light in the material: .
nu=_£_
C1,1

Since the speed of light in many materials varies depending on wavelength, the refractive
index is also wavelength-dependent; this is the reason that a glass prism breaks sunlight into
the different colors of the sun's spectrum. The refractive index of air is very close to 1.0.

The i:eflected ray R and refracted ray f may be derived from the inciden!_ ray ~ the
normal N, and the refractive indices n1 and n2 [34][28]. First, we assume that I and N are
unit vectors. This is easily arranged, and is normally the case within POR1RAY anyway.
Then,

= cos8 1 =-(ii· i)
Note that c 1 c:: 0, because i and & have approximately opposite directions.
c1

is simply

The reflected ray
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Figure 7. Reflection and refraction geometry

R = i + 2cii
The refracted ray f depends on cos8 2 as follows:

c 2 = cos8 2 =

f = ni -

\f 1 -

n 2 (1 -

cD

(c 2 - nc 1)N

When n 1 > n 2 and 81 is greater than the "critical angle", i will be totally reflected, and there
will be no refracted ray. This phenomenon, called "total internal reflecti2n", occurs when
. the expression 1 - n 2 (1 :... cD under the square root in the equation for T is negative (and
therefore, the root is imaginary).
The symmetry of the reflection and refraction laws means that if the direction of a light
ray is reversed, it will be reflected or refracted so that it follows its original path in reverse
[30]. This Principle of Reversibility is fundamental to the practical use of ray tracing in
image synthesis.

4.2 Physical Optics
Light is a form of energy carried by electromagnetic waves. We are often interested in
the radiant power, the amount of radiant energy striking a particular surface in a given

amount of time. The radiant power striking a surface is proportional to the area of the
surface, the square of the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave, and the the speed at which
the wave propagates (en.,,).
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The intensity of a light source is defined differently by different authors [30][48][62]. For
the purposes of this report, we will define intensity as radiant power per unit cross-sectional
area of the light beam (area of the beam measured perpendicular to the direction of the
beam).
The proportions of incident light that are reflected and transmitted at a boundary between
two. transparent media may be calculated using Fresnel's laws of reflection. Fresnel's laws
allow us to determine R, the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected electromagnetic waves to
the amplitude of the incident electromagnetic waves. In fact, there are two such ratios, RnR
for light polarized perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and RPAR for light polarized
parallel to the plane of incidence [51].
(n 1c1
(n1C1

-

n 2c2)
n2c2)

RPER= - - - - -

+

(n1c2 - n2c1)

R,AJt

= (n1c2 + n2c1)

The ratio of the power in the reflected beam to the power in the incident beam is the same as
the square of the ratio between the amplitudes (both beams are in the same medium, so the
refractive index is the same). For unpolarized light, the perpendicular and parallel
components are equal, so:

(R;ER + R;,ur)

PR

=---P1
2 The ratio of reflected intensity to incident intensity is the same as the ratio of reflected power
to incident power, since the reflected beam has the same cross-sectional area as the incident
beam. Therefore, we can calculate the reflectance p, the ratio of incident intensity to
reflected intensity, as follows (for unpolarized light):

JR
11

p=-=

(R;ER + R;,..R)
2

If we assume that there is no absorption or other loss of energy at the boundary (there may
be a loss in travelling through the media), then the reflected and transmitted power must
together equal the incident power.

Therefore,

PR

PT

P1

P1_

-+-=1
The power in a beam is proportional to the intensity times the cross-sectional area of the
beam. The cross-sectional area of the transmitted beam differs from the area of the incident
beam by the ratio of c 2 to c 1 • Therefore,
IR
I,

+ c/r = 1
cif1

The transmittance T, the ratio of the transmitted intensity to the incident intensity, may be
calculated as follows:
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Fresnel's laws clearly show the dependence of reflectance ru:.d transmittance on the angle of
incidence. It is less obvious that the reflectance and transmittance depend on wavelength as
well, since the refractive index of most materials depends on wavelength.
All of the energy incident on a surface must be reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. If all
light is reflected or transmitted evenly regardless of wavelength, the surface will appear to be
the same color as the incident light. Since our environment is normally illuminated by light
sources that are more or less white in color, such a surface usually appears to be silver,
white, or gray (colorless). If the amount of light reflected or transmitted depends on
wavelength, the surface may appear to be colored.
Materials exhibit two types of color, called s11rface color and body color. Surface color
results from selective :reflection of different ·wavelengths off the surface of the material. The
wavelengths that are not reflected are absorbed. Surface color is most obvious in metals.
Gold has a yellow color, because it strongly reflects the longer green, yellow, and red
wavelengths, while absorbing more of the shorter violet and blue wavelengths. Reflection
from smooth or polished metals follows the laws of geometrical optics as stated in section
4.1.
Body color results from light penetrating the surface of a material and being reflected,
scattered, and absorbed in a complex way within the body of the material. When this light
again leaves the material, some wavelengths may have been absorbed to a· greater degree
than others. Thus, body color results more from selective transmission than from selective
reflection. The light leaving the materhl radiates in all directions because of the complex
reflection and scattering that occurs within the material.
In the remainder of section 4, we will represent the surface color of an object as a
reflectance function S(X) and the body color of an object as a reflectance function B(X).
Both are functions of the wavelength X, and both have values ranging between O and l. In a
typical image synthesis system, the functions may be defined only as average values for the
RGB primaries or for particular spectral bands.
The surface reflectance and transmittance of a material are dependent on angle of
incidence, as well as wavelength. This is a consequence of Fresnel's laws of reflection. A
metal ( or other material with strong surface reflection) can be treated as having a complex
refractive index n = n(l-ik), where k is the extinction coefficient of the material, which
indicates the extent to which light is absorbed and scattered by the material. Of course, n, k,
and therefore n are, in general, dependent on wav,elength. If n is substituted for n in the
formulation of Fresnel's· laws given earlier, the laws can be directly applied to metals.
Fresnel's laws predict that reflectance will approach 1.0 for all wavelengths as the angle of
incidence approaches 90°. Thus, at grazing angles, the surface reflection from an object will
take on the color of the light source.

4.3 Optical Models
It is necessary to have accurate optical models of light sources and object materials in
order to generate a realistic image. The parameters of an optical model have specific values
for each particular light source and for each particular material with particular color and
surface preparation. The model determines the exitance I, the intensity of light leaving the
light source or object as a function of the wavelen.gth ~. Because it is a function of ~, the
exitance determines the apparent color of the light as well as its intensity.
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4.3.1 Light Sources
Until recently, most image synthesis systems treated every light source as a simple point
source, which radiates light evenly in all directions from a particular point in space. The
intensity of light from a point source measured at a given distance from the source is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance (the "inverse square law"). The intensity
parameter of the optical model for a point source is the intensity that would be measured at a
distance of one unit (GCS coordinate) from the source.
If a point source is extremely distant, the light rays reaching the objects in a scene are
approximately parallel to each other. Moreover, the distances between objects in the scene
are very small compared to the distance to the point source, so the inverse square law has
little effect and the light intensity appears constant throughout the scene. PORTRAY provides
a "beam" source which generates parallel rays of light from a specified direction and with a
specified, constant intensity. The beam source is a good model of very distant light sources,
like the sun.

In addition to the point and beam sources, PORTRAY provides a concentrated "spot" light
source, as described in [58]. The spot source has a particular location, like the point source,
but it also has a direction, like the beam source. Light is radiated throughout a cone whose
apex is at the source, and whose axis is in the specified direction. The angle between the axis
and the sides of the cone is a parameter of the model. The intensity of the light can be
constant over the base of the cone, or can be concentrated along the axis by making the
intensity proportional to the cosine of the angle between the axis and the direction of the
light ray. The cosine can be raised to a specified power to provide more or less
concentration. The intensity specified in the light sour~ description is the intensity along the
axis measured at a unit distance from the source. The intensity decreases with distance from
the source according to the inverse square law.
Verbeck and Greenberg [57] recently described a more flexible model of light sources
which may be incorporated in a future version of PORTRAY.
In most environments, the light falling on a surface results partly from direct illumination
by light sources, and partly from light that is reflected from nearby surfaces or scattered in
the atmosphere. Most optical models incorporate a term for "ambient" light, as a simple
means of modelling indirect lighting. Ambient light has a directionless, constant intensity
and color A regardless of the orientation of the surfaces it illuminates. A more accurate
model of indirect lighting is desirable, but only recently have optical models attempted to
deal with diffuse surfaces that act as indirect light sources [23].

4.3.2 Materials
The simplest optical model of objects and materials assumes that all objects are perfect
diffuse reflectors. Light is reflected equally in all directions from the surface of such an
object, so the light intensity IO reflected from the surface depends only on the body color of
the material B, the orientation of the surface N, the direction of the vector L~ toward each
light source j, and the color and intensity of each light source 11 as it would be measured at
the surface, according to the optical model of the light source:

10

=B

~ (N · L~) 11
J

10 depends on N · i, because the power striking the surface is determined by the area of the
surface projected onto a plane which is perpendicular to the direction of the light beam. This
dependence is often referred to as Lambert's Law. An even simpler model is used to
calculate the intensity of ambient light reflected by the surface:
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IA= BA
More sophisticated optical models contain a term which simulates specular (surface)
reflection. The first realistic model of specular reflection was developed by Phong [38].
Phong recognized that specular Jeflection of a light source from a perfect mi_rror is_ only
visible when the normal vector N is the angular bisector of the angle between L and E, the
vector to the eye of the observer (o! the camera). In order to model "rouglf, susfaces,
Phong computed the angular bisector H which is a unit vector whose direction is N + L. The
intensity 2f the Jpecular reflection was made a power function of the cosine of the angle
between H and N, as follows:

Is

= Ii (N · Hi),. 11 S
J.

S is the spectral reflectance representing the surface color of the object. The exponent m
represents the smoothness of the surfa~. A large value oJ m (say 50) produces a rapid
falling off of the specular reflection as H angles away from N, to simulate a smooth surface.
A small value of m (2 or 3) spreads out the specular reflection to represent a very rough
surface.
Blinn [6] proposed an alternative to the Phong model which produces a somewhat more
realistic specular reflection. Blinn's model treats a rough surface as a collection of
infinitesimal ranqomly oriented "microfacets", each of which acts as a plane mirror. A
function D determines the proportion of microfacets which are orieJ!ted properly for specular
reflection (the normal of the microfacet must be the same as H). Another function G
accounts for the mutual shadowing and masking of microfacets. The expression for specular
reflection is:

E · N represents the decrease in visible microfacet area when the surface is
oriented away from the observer.

The division by

Blinn's optical model was extencfed by Cook and Torrance [13], who suggeste'! using_the
Beckman function for the facet directional distribution D. If the angle between N and H is
Cl,

The parameter m controls the roughness of the simulated surface; small values of m (e.g.,
0.2) produce smooth surfaces, while small values of m (e.g., 0.5) produce rough surfaces.
The Beckman function is less computationally expensive than it appears to be. It can easily
be evaluated without explicit use of the angle <1 or the cos and tan functions.
Cook and Torrance also described a practical means of computing the dependence of the
color of the specular reflection on the angle of incidence, as predicted by Fresnel's laws of
reflection. Direct application of Fresnel's equations is inconvenient and expensive, because
the values for the refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k must be known for each
wavelength band. The reflectance must then be calculated for each band. The CookTorrance method involves two approximations. The first approximation is to assume that the
extinction coefficient of an unknown material is zero. The error introduced by this
assumption is quite small, because the angular variation of the Fresnel reflectance is only
weakly dependent on k. If k is assumed to be zero, an "effective refractive index" may be
calculated as follows:
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where S is the reflectance of the material at normal incidence. The effective refractive index
is a function of wavelength, since S may have a different value for each spectral band. The
second approximation is to use the average reflectance over all bands S to calculate a single
value for n. Since n is now constant over all bands, the Fresnel equation of section 4.2 is
only applied once to compute S8 for a given angle of incidence 8. The reflectance S8 (>.) for
each spectral band). is approximated using the known average values Sand S8 :
S8 (>.)

= S(>.) + (1 -

S(>.))

max(O S8 - S)
'

1-S

The above model of the interaction of direct lighting with a surface is usually applied only
to reflection. However, Hall [25] has shown that a model similar to the specular reflection
model can be used to simulate the transmission of direct lighting through transparent
materials. This feature is not included in PORTRAY's current optical model, but may be
added in future.

In a ray tracing system such as PORTRAY, it is possible to enhance the realism of images,
by directly applying the laws of geometrical optics to the simulation of specular reflection and
transmission of smooth shiny surfaces. This is especially valuable in depicting glass, polished
metals and plastics, water, and other transparent fluids. The optical models which we have
discussed so far are only able to simulate specular reflections and transmission of light from
light sources. Using ray tracing, an object in the scene can reflect an image of other objects
in the scene, or transmit a refraction-distorted image of the scene. The laws of geometrical
optics are used to calculate the direction of a reflected or refracted ray, and the ray tracing
routine is recursively invoked to determine the intensity returned by the new ray. This use of
ray tracing was first proposed by Whitted [61]. Fresnel's reflection laws are used to compute
the reflectance and transmittance at the surface in order to scale the intensity information
from the reflected and refracted rays.
If we let IR be the intensity information returned by the reflected ray, and IT be the

intensity information returned by the refracted ray, the overall intensity calculated by
PORTRAY's optical model is:

I= IA

+ KDlo + Ks(Js + llt + IT)

where K0 is the proportion of incident light that is reflected diffusely and Ks is the
proportion of incident light that is reflected specularly or refracted. Ks represents the
"shininess" of the material, and K0 = 1 - Ks.
The optical model used by PORTRAY is capable of representing three classes of materials.
Each material has a body color B(>.), represented as a coefficient between O and 1 for each
spectral band or primary color. "Pure" materials, including metals, have-both specular and
diffuse reflectances determined by the body color (S = B). Metals generally have Ks near 1;
the small amount of diffuse reflection from metals results from multiple reflections among
facets of very _rough surfaces, rather than from internal scattering and reflection.
"Composite" materials may have different surface and body colors. The surface color is
always white (S(>.) = 1 for all >.). "Transparent" materials are closely related to
"composite" materials, but allow light to pass through the body of the material. The body
color B is used for diffuse reflection (K0 is usually small), and also to modify the color of
light transmitted through the material. The surface color S is white. The intensity of light
passing through a transparent material is reduced exponentially as a function of the thickness
of the material and a constant f3 determined by the material (see section 5.2.3):
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where t is the thickness of the material that the light passed through.

5., §cene Description Language
This section provides users of PORTRAY with a reference manual for the scene
description language. The language allows the user to describe geometric and optical models
of objects, light sources, etc. 5 in a precise notation understood by PORTRAY.

5.1 Basic Syntactic Elements

5.1.1 Tokens
A scene description consists of a sequence of elementary syntactic units called tokens. The
symbols'+',•-•,'&','(',')', and',' are the simplest tokens. There are three more complex
tokens: unsigned, string, and identifier. A unsigned is an unsigned floating point number.
The following are examples of legal unsigneds:
9.80

345

6e-8

.so

45.E41

For convenience, we will use the term signed to indicate an unsigned optionally preceded by a
minus sign•-'.
A string consists of a double quote character, followed by an arbitrary sequence of
characters that are not double quotes, followed by a closing double quote. The following are
examples of strings:
•this is a string•
another string•

An identifier consists of a sequence of characters, each of which is an uppercase or lowercase
letter, a digit, or an underscore. The first character must be a letter. The case of letters is of
no significance in identifiers. The following are examples of identifiers:
a

A

Long_identifier

XX876c

Although an identifier can be very long, note that only the first 10 characters of the identifier
are significant in class and primitive names (see sections 5.2 and 5.3).
Most identifiers in scene descriptions are keywords, rather than user-defined names. In
the remainder of this section, keywords will be indicated in boldface in syntactic descriptions.

5.1.2 Points
Recall that a scene is described in terms of a three-dimensional right-handed Cartesian
coordinate system called the GCS (global coordinate system). A location in the GCS is
specified by a syntactic element called a point. A point is of the form:
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( signed , signed , signed )

Example:
( 1 • 0 e3 ,

0,

- 10 0 0 )

5.1.3 Colors
A color may be specified to PORTRAY in two different ways. Both methods are based on
the HSV (hue, saturation, value) color system. In the HSV system, a color is specified by a
triple of real numbers, each between O and 1. The hue is zero for red, one-third for green,
and two-thirds for blue, based on their positions around a color wheel. The positions of
other hues can be determined by treating them as mixtures of red and green (0.01 to 0.33),
green and blue (0.34 to 0.66), or blue and red (0.67 to 0.99). A pure hue has a saturation of
one and white has a saturation of zero (any hue). Pink, which is a mixture of white and red,
has a red hue and a saturation of about one-half. The value of a color determines its total
brightness. Black has a value of zero (any hue and saturation). White has a value of one.
The various shades of gray have a saturation of zero, any hue, and a value between zero and
one.
The most precise and flexible method of describing a color to PORTRAY is to numerically
specify the hue, saturation, and value of the color as an HSV triple of the form:
hsv (unsigned, unsigned, unsigned')

The second way of specifying a color uses a simplified version of an English-like color
naming system described in [5]. A color name consists of three parts, which directly
correspond to the three numbers used to specify a color in HSV space.
value-name saturation-name hue-name

The value-name is optional, and may be any one of the following:
very light
light
medium
dark
very dark

The value of the color is 1.0 for very light, 0.2 for very dark, and 0.6 for medium (the
default).
The saturation-name is also optional, and may be any of the following:
vivid
strong
moderate
grayish
The saturation of the color is 0.3 for grayish and 1.0 for vivid (the default).

The hue-name is mandatory, and may be any of the following:
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:red
orange
brown
yellow
green
blue
purple
gray
brown and gray are special, in that the saturation and value of brown is automatically
reduced (brown is dark, desaturated orange), and the saturation of gray is zero.
The two special color names black and white may also be used; no value-name or
saturation-name is permitted in either case.

Examples:
very light vivid purple, black,
medium gray, dark grayish blue

The HSV color space is used because it is usually easier for a person to specify an
imagined color in HSV terms than in RGB or XYZ terms. Transforming a color between a
linear space (XYZ or RGB) and the HSV color space cannot be accomplished by a simple
matrix multiplication. The algorithms that PORTRAY uses to transform colors to and from
HSV space are given in [45].

5.2 Object Descriptions
An object is described by a solid-expression. A solid-expression consists of either a
primitive or a pair of primitives combined by means of an infix operator:
primitive

I primitive operator primitive

A primitive consists of an arbitrary solid-expression in parentheses, or an expression of the
form:
attributes classname at point scale rotation

Because any solid-expression surrounded by parentheses is a primitive, arbitrarily complex
fully-parenthesized CSG expressions can be constructed. The valid CSG operators are, of
course, +, - , and &. A leaf of the CSG expression tree must consist of an instance of a
class indicated by classname. The primitive solids sphere, cylinder, cone, and block are
built-in classes. Each leaf must be located at a specified point in the global coordinate
system. The optional scale and rotation are of the form:
scale (x-scale, y-scale, z-scale)
rotate (x-angle, y-angle, z-angle)

The scale factors x-scale, y-scale, and z-scale are unsigned numbers which may be used to
stretch or shrink the class instance along each of its three LCS axes. The angles in the rotate
expression are signed numbers in degrees. Thus, x-angle is the number of degrees that the
class instance is rotated around its LCS x-axis. The location, rotation, and scaling specify a
transformation from the LCS of the class instance to the GCS.
Zero or more attributes may precede the classname to specify the optical characteristics of
the object. If no attributes are specified, the class instance takes its optical characteristics
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from the class description (built-in primitives have the attributes smoothest, dullest, nonmetallic, opaque, and white). If attributes are specified, they override the corresponding
attribute for the entire class instance. The following subsections describe each of the possible
attributes.

5.2.1 Shininess Attribute

The shininess attribute is specified by one of the following keywords:
shiniest
shinier
shiny
dull
duller
dullest

Each of the keywords indicates the percentage of incident light that is reflected specularly,
from 100% for shiniest to 0% for dullest. The remainder of the incident light is reflected
diffusely. The reflection of ambient light is also governed by the diffuse reflection
coefficient.

5.2.2 Smoothness Attribute

The smoothness attribute is specified by one of the following keywords:
smoothest
smoother
smooth
rough
rougher
roughest

The smoothness attribute affects the appearance of specularly reflected light. If smoothest is
specified, both a ray-traced mirror reflection model and a model of specular highlights from
direct light sources are used. If the smoothness is not smoothest, only specular highlights
from direct light sources are produced. In future, distributed ray tracing [14] may be used to
model all specular reflections, thus eliminating the need to switch reflection models between
smoother and smoothest.

5.2.3 Color and Transparency Attribute

The color and transparency attribute simply consists of an optional transparency
specification, followed by a color as described in section 5.1.3. The color specifies the color
of the object. The optional transparency specification is used only to describe transparent
objects, and is of the form:
trans(unsigned, unsignetf)

The first unsigned is the GCS distance which a light ray would have to travel through the
material to be reduced to one-half of its original brightness. The second unsigned is the
refractive index of the material. Table 2 lists the refractive indices of several common
transparent materials.
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TABLE 2. Refractive Indices of Common Materials
(for 589 nm yellow light from a sodium arc)

Material
Air, vacuum
Ice
Water
Methanol
Ethanol
Acids
Olive oil
Glycerine
Crown glass
Quartz

Topaz
Flint glass
Ruby
Diamond

Refractive Index
1.00
1.31
1.33
1.33
1.36
1.41
1.46
1.47
1.52
1.55
1.63
1.65
1.76
2.42

5.2.4 Pure Attribute
The "pure" attribute consists of the optional keyword pure. If an object is specified to be
pure, it will specularly reflect light according to the color of the object at a low angle of
incidence. A white light incident on a pure yellow object will cause a yellow highlight on the
object. If an object is not pure, it will specularly reflect incident light without regard to the
color of the object. Thus, a white light incident on a composite yellow object will cause a
white highlight on the object. At a high angle of incidence, both pure and composite objects
will exhibit a white highlight from a white light, due to the Fresnel effect.

5.3 Statements
A scene is specified in the scene description language as a sequence of zero or more
statements. Each of the possible statement types is described in the following paragraphs.

5.3.1 INCLUDE Statement

The INCLUDE statement is of the form:
Include string

When an INCLUDE statement is encountered during parsing, the parser reads and parses the
file named by the string. After finishing the named file, the parser resumes processing the
original file immediately after the' INCLUDE statement. At present, inclusions may be
nested to a depth of 4.
Example:
Include

•airplane.inc•
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5.3.2 BACKGROUND Statement

The BACKGROUND statement is of the form:
background color

The color specified in the BACKGROUND statement is used as the color of pixels in which
no objects appear. If no BACKGROUND statement appears in the scene description, the
default background color is black.
Example:
Background

light

moderate

blue

5.3.3 TARGET Statement

The TARGET statement is of the form:
target at point

The point specifies the location of the target in the global coordinate system. The target is
the point at which the simulated camera is aimed. If no TARGET statement appears in the
scene description, the default target location is (0, 0, 0).
Example:
Target

at

(0,1000,0)

5.3.4 CAMERA Statement

The CAMERA statement is of the form:
camera at point

The point specifies the location of the simulated camera in the global coordinate system. If
no CAMERA statement appears in the scene description, the default camera location is
(0, o, 5000).
The CAMERA and TARGET statements together determine the position of the simulated
camera and the direction in which it is pointed. The orientation of the camera is not
completely specified by this information, however; the rotation of the,camera around the
pointing direction is arbitrary. PORTRAY determines the camera's orientation by keeping the
vertical axis of the image plane as "close" to the GCS Y axis as possible. This is
unambiguous except when the camera is directly above or below the target. In this case, the
horizontal axis of the image is made parallel to the GCS X axis.
Example:
Camera

at

(1000,1000,2000)

5.3.5 FOCAL LENGTH Statement

The FOCAL LENG1H statement is of the form:
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focal length unsigned
The FOCAL LENGTII statement specifies the distance between the image plane and the
pinhole (focal point) of the simulated camera. Since 35 mm cimeras are popular and
familiar, the simulated camera is designed so that t.'ie focal lengths of the lenses used with a
35 mm camera can be used in the FOCAL LENGTII statement to obtain similar effects. If
no FOCAL LENGTII statement appears in the scene description, a default focal length of 50
is used. This gives approximately the same effect as a 50 mm lens used with a 35 mm
camera. A longer focal length gives a "telephoto" effect, while a shorter focal length gives a
"wide angle" effect.

Example:
Focal length 80

5.3.6 AMBIENT Statement

The AMBIBNT statement is of the form:
ambient intensity unsigned color
The AMBIBNT statement specifies the intensity and color of the ambient light in the scene.
Ambient light is an approximation to the multiply reflected, scattered light that is present in
normal daylight environments. A night scene or a scene in outer space might well have an
ambient intensity of 0. If no AMBIENT statement appears in the scene description, the
default ambient light is of intensity 0.30 and color white.

Example:
Ambient

intensity

0. 30

white

5.3. 7 LIGHT Statement
The LIGHT statement is of the form:

light [fill] type intensity unsigned color geometry
The LIGHT statement defines one of up to 16 direct light sources that may illuminate a

scene. Real lights cast shadows, but it is often preferable to have "fill" lights in a scene
which do not cast shadows. Fill lights are used to fill in details in shadows cast by non-fill
lights. The optional idl keyword indicates a fill light.
The type of a light source is one of point, beam, or spot. A point source radiates light
evenly in all directions. A beam is a collection of parallel rays in a particular direction. The
beam is equivalent to a point source infinitely far away. A spot light [58] is a concentrated,
directional light source. The type specifications for the three types of lights are as follows:
point
beam
spot(concentration, angle)

The intensity of light in a spot light is greatest along the center axis of the source, and falls
off according to the cosine of the angle away from this axis. The concentration is an
exponent that the cosine is raised to. A concentration of O gives uniform intensity, a
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concentration of 1 gives cosine fall-off, a concentration of 2 gives cosine-squared fall-off, etc.
The angle is the maximum angle away from the center axis that the light is visible. The angle
must range between 1 and 89 (degrees) inclusive.
The intensity of a light source is specified by the keyword intensity followed by an
unsigned. For the point and spot sources, the unsign-?d specifies the intensity that would be
measured at a distance of one GCS unit from the source.
The color of a light source is specified as described in section 5.1.3. The value part of the
HSV color specification is forced to be 1 for lights.
The geometry of a light source consists of a location (at point) and, for beam and spot
types, a target point which the light is aimed toward (toward point). Strictly speaking, the
beam does not have a location; the location and target are used to determine the direction of
the beam.
Example:
Light

spotC1,45) intensity
toward ( 0, 0, 0)

0.8

white

at

(1000,2000,1000)

5.3.8 FOG Statement

The FOG statement is of the form:
fog unsigned

The fog model used in PORTRAY reduces the contrast of objects in the scene based on their
distance from the observer. More precisely, the intensity of rays passing through the air is
faded toward the background color specified in the BACKGROUND statement as an
exponential function of the distance the ray travels. The distance specified by the unsigned in
the FOG statement results in a 50% reduction in image contrast. To enhance the illusion of
fog, it is often a good idea to reduce the intensity of non-fill lights while increasing the
intensity of fill and ambient lights, to simulate the diffuse lighting usually found in foggy
environments.
Example:
Fog

5000

5.3.9 OBJECT Statement

The OBJECT statement is of the form:
object ls solid-expression

The OBJECT statement adds the object described by the solid-expression to the scene. The
solid-expression is explained in detail in section 5.2.
Example:
Object

ia

red

cylinder

at

(0,0,0)

scale

(100,50,50)
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5.3.10 CLASS Statement
The CLASS statement is of the form:
class identifier is solid-expression
The CLASS statement associates the name identifier with the object described by solidexpression. After the CLASS statement has been processed, instances of the class may be
used in the same way as instances of the built-in primitives. For example, if a class named
"tube" is defined by a CLASS statement, tubes of different sizes, colors, and surface
characteristics may be placed at different orientations and locations in the scene.
Example:
Class

tube is
cylinder at
cylinder at

( 0, 0, 0) scale ( 1, 1, 1) c-0.1,0,0) scale (1.2,0.a,o.a)

5.4 Example
The following is a listing of the contents of "glass a. sen", the scene description file for
an image called "glass8". "Glass8" consists of a wine glass made of a clear transparent
material whose refractive index is 1.65. The glass contains a orange liquid whose refractive
index is 1.36.
/• Global information about the scene •/
Camera at CO, 1500, 4000)
Target at CO, 400, 0)
Ambient intensity O. 30 white
Background light gray
Light beam intensity O. 8 white
at ( O , 10 0 0, -10 0 ) toward ( 0 , 0 , -2 0 0 0 )
/• The wine glass • • • •/
Class glass is
(cone at CO, 100,0) scale (60.5,200,200) rotate (0,0,-90) +
cylinder at (0,0,0) scale (40.5,200,200) rotate(0,0,90}) +
_ (cylinder at (0,350,0) ,scale (300,20,20) rotate (0,0,-90) +
(cone at (0,300,0) scale (400.,300,300) rotate (0,0,90) cone at (0~320,0) scale (400,300,300) rotate (0,0,90)))
Object

is smoothest shiniest trans ( 10 0 0,
white glass at (0,0,0)

1. 65)

/•
Object

and its contents, the orange liquid •/
is smoothest shiniest trans(1000,1.36) orange cone
at (0,320,0) scale (280,210,210) rotate (0,0,90)

/• The glass is sitting on a horizontal
• slab in front of a vertical slab.
•/
Object is white block at (0,-20,0) scale (2000,20,2000)
Object is white block at co,2000,-2000) scale c2000,2000,20)

Figure 8 is a sketch of the resulting image.
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Figure 8. A Sketch of Glass8

6. The

PORTRAY

Image Synthesis System

In previous sections, we have seen how the image produced by an image synthesis system
can be represented in a computer for the purposes of storage and display, and how the
objects, light sources, and other aspects of a 3-D scene can be described to the image
synthesis system. ·This section describes how the PORTRAY system uses the scene description
to generate the image.

6.1 Ray Tracing
As stated in section 1, an image synthesis program must simulate the physical system
involved in making a direct photograph of a real scene, in order to produce a realistic image.
Ray tracing is an image synthesis technique that simulates the behavior of individual light
rays. Initially, ray tracing was developed as a technique for displaying solid objects with
simple optical models (single point source, ambient light, diffuse reflection). Appel [2]
suggested the technique under the name "point by point shading", and it was successfully
implemented and used by MAGI, the ?<Aathematical Applications Group, Inc. [22]. The
current popularity of ray tracing in image synt.1iesis resulted from Whitted's optical model
[61], which showed how ray tracing could simulate reflection and refraction. Ray tracing has
a strong advantage in this regard, because the basic hidden surface display technique can
easily be recursively invoked from a given point on the surface of an object in order to
compute the appearance of the scene from that point.
Figure 9 is a simplified diagram of the action of light rays in making a direct photograph.
A ray of light leaves the light source and is reflected off the objects in the scene into the lens
of the camera. Since the light source radiates light rays in all directions, only a small
proportion of the rays leaving the source actually reach the camera. It would be prohibitively
expensive for a ray tracing program to simulate the behavior of all of the rays emitted by the
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Figure 9. Light rays in photography

source. Fortunately, the Principle of Reversibility described in section 4.1 suggests that a
program can simulate the rays in reverse, as if they were emitted by the camera and reflected
off objects back to the light source. By tracing the rays in reverse, the program avoids
tracing those rays that are emitted by the light source and never reach the camera.
Figure 10 illustrates the ray tracing procedure. The idealized camera model consists of an
image plane on which the image is formed, and a focal point, or "pinhole", through wJ:1ich
rays from the image plane (called primary rays) must pass before reaching the objects in the
scene. Notice that the image plane is divided into rectangular pixels. In the simplest scheme,
each pixel position generates a single ray, which passes through the center of the pixel and
through the pinhole.

Figure 10. Ray tracing geometry

Recall_from section 3.1 that a ray whose origin point is O and whose direction is giyen by
a vector V is represented by the vector equation:

R-

o + tV,

t>O
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for a scalar real parameter t. POR1RAY uses the pinhole as the origin O of every primary
ray, and uses a vector from the center of the pixel to the pinhole as the direction vector V of
the primary ray. The location of the camera (the same as _!he location of ·the pinhole) is
specified in GCS coordinates by the user, and directly gives 0. The camera orientation and
focal length are used to determine the l~tion_of C, the center of the pixel in the G~. V is
simply a unit vector ?"hose direejion is g - C (Note that the t value of a point on R is its
GCS distance from 0). Once O and V have been determined for a given ray, no more
attention need be paid to the camera geometry during the tracing of that ray.
The tracing of a ray consists of finding its intersection with each object in the scene. The
intersection which is nearest to the camera (smallest positive t) is used to determine the light
intensity of the ray, and thus the color of the image pixel that generated the ray. The optical
model calculates the light intensity of the ray based on the intersection point, the surface
normal vector at that point, and the optical characteristics of the surface material (section
4.3).
Finding all intersections between a ray and un object is a hierarchical process, since an
object may consist of many primitive solids, and each primitive solid is bounded by one or
more mathematical surfaces. If a surface is represented imJ?licitly (section 3.2) by a defining
function F(X,Y ,Z), finding the intersection between ray R and the surface reduces to the
problem of finding all solutions to the equation:
F(0x

+ tVz,0y + tVy,0z + tVz) = 0

F may be treated as a function of a single variable, t. For example, if the surface is a cone:

= (V; + Vi

- V})t 2

+ 2(0yVy + 0zVz - 0zVz)t + 0; + 0i - 0i

For quadric surfaces, the solutions can be found by means of the "quadratic formula", which
involves a square root. For other implicit surfaces, a general algorithm for finding the roots
of a non-linear equation is used (typically Newton's method or modified regula falsi [42]).
Finding the intersection of a ray and a primitive solid is a matter of intersecting the ray
with the surfaces that bound the solid, taking care to determine whether each intersection is
an entry to the solid, an exit from the solid, or a point where the ray is tangent to a surface
but does not penetrate the solid. The primitive solids currently used with POR1RAY are all
convex, which means that a ray must intersect a solid at zero or two points, ignoring
tangencies. Single intersections are discarded, and in the case of two intersections, the one
with the smaller t value is an entry to the solid, while the one with the larger t value is an
exit from the solid.
Given a list of the intersections between a ray and each of two solids, a list of
intersections between the ray and the union, intersection, or difference of the solids may be
produced using the method described by Roth [43]. The method is essentially a merge of the
two lists, each of which is ordered on t value, to produce a new list which is ordered on t
value. In the process, a record is kept of whether the ray is inside or outside each of the two
solids; this record and the rules of set operations are used to eliminate irrelevant
intersections and to correctly mark each remaining intersection as an entry to, or exit from,
the composite solid. This procedure can be applied recursively in an postorder traversal of
the CSG expression tree to generate the intersection list for any solid defined by a CSG
expression.
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6e2 The Structure of PORTRAY
The PORTRAY image synthesis system consists of a collection of programs that runs under
the UNIX operating system on a DEC VAX-11 computer. (PORTRAY has also been used
under UNIX on an MC68000-based Sun workstation, and under VAX/VMS with Eunice on a
VAX-11nso computer.) The original version of PORTRAY was designed and coded over the
six-month period from October 1983 to March 1984. As a vehicle for ongoing research, the
system is continually being modified and extended. At present image synthesis involves two
main programs, a scene compiler called PRCOMP and a ray tracing program called
PORTRAY. The separation of the system into two programs was performed in the fall of
1984 to facilitate research into automatic improvement of scene descriptions. A number of
support tools, including the DITHER and MCLUT programs mentioned in section 2.3 and an
interactive paint program called PIXIE, have been written to manipulate and display images
and perform other image synthesis tasks. PRCOMP, PORTRAY, and the support tools use
a common storage format for images which is implemented by the LIBIMG subroutine
library. LIBTh1G also provides basic vector operations and color transformations. Table 3
lists the sizes of the various parts of the system in terms of lines of C and YACC source
code.
TABLE 3. Sizes of PORTRAY Subsystems

Subsystem
PRCOMP program
PORTRAY program
LIBIMG library
Support tools

Lines of Source Code

1400
2700
650
4800

PRCOMP processes a scene description written in the language described in section 5, and
produces a compiled scene description in an intermediate language. The scene description
file must have a name ending in ". sen"; the compiled scene description is placed in a file
whose name has the same stem and the ending ". csd". PORTRAY reads the compiled
scene description and generates an image. PORTRAY invokes PRCOMP automatically
when the ". cad" file does not exist or is older than the ". sen" file, so the user can usually
ignore the fact that there are two programs involved.

6.2.1 The PRCOMP Program

PRCOMP translates s~ne descriptions from the user-oriented language described in
section 5 into an intermediate language which is more convenient for use by PORTRAY.
The user-oriented language is parsed by an LALR(l) parser generated by YACC and a
lexical analyzer written in C. The lexical analyzer reads the input file and breaks it into
tokens (identifiers, strings, numbers, and operator symbols); a stack of input files is
maintained to facilitate the processing of INCLUDE files (section 5.3.1). The parser and the
associated semantic analysis routines construct an internal representation of the scene
description. The CSG expressions found in C~S and OBJECT statements are stored as
expression trees. All instances of non-primitive classes are expanded by substitution of the .
class expression in place of the instance. Thus, the intermediate language output by
PRCOMP contains no class information.
PRCOMP uses the location, rotation, and scaling information provided by the user to
generate a transformation matrix for each primitive. PORTRAY uses this matrix to
transform rays from the GCS to the LCS of a particular primitive during intersection
calculations. PRCOMP also generates an inverse transformation matrix which is used to
transform normal vectors from the LCS to the GCS after an intersection is found.
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At its discretion, PRCOMP may generate a bounding volume for a given primitive
instance or CSG expression. PORTRAY uses such bounding volumes in order to make quick
comparisons between a ray and a CSG expression so that detailed intersection calculations
need not be done for rays which obviously do not pass near the object described by the
expression.
After PRCOMP has completed its simplifications of the internal scene representation, it
outputs the compiled scene description in the intermediate language. The intermediate
language consists of lines of ASCII text. The first character of each line indicates the type of
information the line contains. The remainder of the line is a sequence of numbers which
describe the geometric and optical characteristics of the scene. CSG expressions are output in
a postfix notation, which is generated by performing a postorder traversal of the expression
trees. Since the intermediate language may be edited with an ordinary text editor, it is
possible to try out scene description optimizations before actually implementing them in
PRCOMP.

6.2.2 The PORTRAY Program
The internal structure of PORTRAY is illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Internal Structure of PORTRAY

Each block represents a large chunk of the total program.
Readcsd (350 lines) reads the compiled scene description from a file whose name ends
with ". csd,,, and then builds an internal description of the scene that is used by the rest of
PORTRAY. The compiled scene description is read a line at a time, and each line is
processed in a way which depends on the first character of the line. Each type of line
contains a particular set of numerical values which are read and inserted in the appropriate
data structures. A simple stack algorithm reconstructs CSG expression trees from the postfix
form in the compiled scene description.
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Scan (370 lines) handles the camera model and camera geometry. It casts rays from the
camera toward the scene and outputs an image consisting of the color values that result from
tracing these rays. Scan also performs adaptive supersampling and anti-aliasing, using a
Bartlett filter [18]. The ray values from the four corners of a pixel are averaged, and if any
of the samples differs from the average by more than a threshold value, five additional rays
are generated to subdivide the pixel into a 3 x 3 sampling grid. The resulting nine samples
are then averaged, giving the center samples larger weights. Supersampling can be
recursively applied to each group of four sample points in the 3 x 3 grid, but this is not done
in PORTRAY at present.

The actual tracing of the rays is done by raytrace (650 lines). Raytrace handles reflected
and refracted rays by calling itself recursively. The recursion generates an implicit binary
tree of rays, but this ray tree never exists as an explicit data structure. The depth of
recursion is controlled by a depth limit (currently 10) and by an adaptive depth control
scheme similar to the one described in [25]. Adaptive depth control prevents tracing of
reflected and refracted rays if their maximum possible contribution to the intensity at the
image plane is smaller than a threshold value. Raytrace computes shadows by casting rays at
light sources to find objects which lie between each source and the surface. Raytrace also
contains all of the optical modelling code for materials and light sources.
Raytrace calls on csg (300 lines) and ultimately on the primitives (650 lines) to determine
intersections between a ray and an object represented by a CSG expression. Csg performs a
recursive postorder traversal of a CSG expression tree and merges intersection lists from
child nodes based on the properties of the CSG set operators. Csg also tests rays against the
bounding volumes generated by PRCO:rvlP. When csg reaches a leaf in the expression tree, it
invokes the intersection-finding routine for the appropriate primitive to generate a list of
intersections between the ray and the primitive. Csg first transforms the ray into the LCS of
the primitive, so that the primitive's intersection-finding routine can ignore the location,
scale, and rotation of the particular instance of the primitive being ray traced, All
subroutines and other information related to a primitive are linked into both PRCOMP and
PORTR.AY by means of table entries and declarations in a single source code file, called
"primtab. c". This makes the addition of new primitives fairly straightforward.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
The original goal of the POR1RAY system was to provide a basis for experimental
investigation of image synthesis in general, and ray tracing in particular. The system has
been very successful in meeting this goal. So far, it has been used to produce several dozenimages, one of which appeared on the cover of the Proceedings of the SIGGRAPH '84
conference.
Our future work in image synthesis will be aimed at improving the realism and extending
the descriptive power of geometric and optical models, and at improving the performance of
image synthesis techniques. The rest of this section surveys possible areas for future research
and future development of the POR1RAY system.

7.1 Geometric Models
Section 6.1 deals with the problem of ray tracing quadric surfaces and CSG solids based
on quadric surfaces. Ray tracing of other types of surfaces has been the subject of much
research [3][4][26][31][32][33][44][49][52]. In general, solving the intersection problem for a
given class of surfaces involves the careful use of numerical analysis techniques to solve
surface equations, as well as the clever choice of appropriate data structures. In principle,
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any surface which can be used to bound part of a primitive solid can be easily integrated into
the PORTRAY system, and can make use of the full set of CSG solid modelling operations. In
practice, three obstacles to adding such surfaces exist:
• Ray tracing these non-quadric surfaces is usually far more expensive than ray tracing
quadrics.
presently does not allow a primitive object to cast shadows on itself (surfaces
oriented away from light sources are shaded correctly based on the direction of the normal
vector). This is reasonable for convex primitives, and provides a convenient solution to
problems introduced by small numerical errors when tracing shadow rays. Another
solution to such problems would have to be found in order to add non-convex primitives
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• Classification of ray-solid intersections for non-convex primitives is more difficult.
It should be noted that arbitrary convex polyhedra could be added to
encountering these obstacles.

PORTRAY

without

7.2 Camera Models
The camera model used in PORTRAY is the basic pinhole camera described earlier. The
pinhole camera can simultaneously keep all parts of the scene in focus, because only one light
ray from a given direction ends up at the image plane. Practical cameras incorporate
complex lens systems to gather light and focus it on the image plane. This is necessary to
obtain sufficient light intensity to take a picture quickly. Many rays from a given point in the
scene strike the lens and are focused together at a single point on the image plane. This
focusing mechanism only works exactly for points in the scene which are a particular distance
from the camera. Other points in the scene are in focus to a lesser degree, depending on
their distance from the camera. The range of distances which are in acceptable focus is called
the depth of field of the camera. The depth of field increases as the aperture through which
light passes is decreased in area (the f-stop is increased). In the limit, the aperture becomes
an infinitely small pinhole, and the entire scene is in focus as in the pinhole camera.
Some attempts have been made to model focus and depth of field in image synthesis
systems [39]. An interesting approach to the problem involves randomly distributing the
pinhole position over the area of the aperture, so that different primary rays have different
origin points in th~ aperture area [14]. Although this "distributed ray tracing" technique is
expensive, it may be incorporated in a future version of PORTRAY, because it can also solve
some optical modelling problems.

7.3 Optical Models
There are several interesting areas of possible improvement for the optical models used in
PORTRAY.

• As noted above, the technique of "distributed ray tracing" [14] lu!s the potential to
provide more realistic optical effects than previously possible, including depth of field,
soft-edged shadows, and accurate reflection and transmission through less than perfectly
smooth surfaces. Moving objects can be correctly "motion blurred" using this technique,
to remove temporal aliasing effects.
• Although PORTRAY models rigid solids quite well, it has not dealt with the problems of
modelling amorphous materials such as clouds, flames, flowing water, etc. These fluid
materials require a much closer link between the geometric and optical models than do
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solids. Although attempts have been made to model fluids [7][33l[40], many problems
remain unsolved.
• The idea of associating different optical models with different objects using a flexible
notation which can concisely describe optical models has recently been proposed [15].
This is a departure from the more traditional notion of providing a very general optical
model with parameters which are varied to represent different materials.
• The texturing of surfaces is an important means of adding realism to computer generated
images. The simple texturing facilities in the current version of PORTRAY are not
described in this report, because they are likely to change markedly as a result of the
author's ongoing research into texturing.

7 .4 Animation
The synthesis of animated sequences of images is an exciting and challenging area of
image synthesis. However, there are several obstacles to producing animated graphics with
the PORTRAY system.

• At present we have no suitable method of putting successive frames onto motion picture
film or videotape. The best method would be to obtain a 16 mm or 35 mm animation
camera back for the existing Matrix Model 3000 film recorder. The next best alternative
would be to borrow an ordinary animation camera and use it to photograph directly from
a color monitor.
• The ray tracing techniques used by PORTRAY are too expensive to produce a reasonable
number of frames with the available computing power. Potential solutions include
speeding up the algorithms (perhaps by taking advantage of frame-to-frame coherence),
getting a more powerful computer or special-purpose ray tracing hardware, or building a
new rendering algorithm into PORTRAY, for example, the A-buffer algorithm (10].
• The scene description language contains no facilities for specifying motion or timedependent operations. Ideally, we would like to extend the language to allow all
parameters (position, scale, rotation, all optical parameters, camera parameters, etc.) to
. be defined as functions of time. This could be done by explicitly specifying the function,
or by specifying the values of the function at discrete intervals and generating an
interpolating spline. Even if animation is not a requirement, these extensions may still be
added to the language so that motion-blurred still images can be produced.

In view of these obstacles, PORTRAY probably will not be used for animation in the near
~e.
.

7 .5 Perf.;,rmance
While the images produced by ray tracing are quite realistic, the performance of the ray
tracing algorithm is discouraging. Hours of CPU time on a VAX-11nso may be consumed to
produce an anti-aliased 512 x 512 image of a complex scene. Because the basic ray tracing
algorithm is inherently very parallel (each primary ray is traced independently), the
performance of a ray tracing system improves linearly as additional processors are added
(assuming the scene description is kept in the local memory of each processor, and the cost of
distributing the scene description and reassembling the image are ignored). Special-purpose
ray tracing computers containing large numbers of loosely-coupled VLSI processors might be
very effective at generating ray traced images quickly. However, improvements to the
performance of the ray tracing algorithms are also possible, and will be of advantage to both
conventional computers and massively parallel computers. Much of the research done to date
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using PORTRAY has been aimed at improving the performance of ray tracing by means
similar to those recently described in [1] and [59]. This will continue to be a research priority
in the near future.
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